How to Process Fleece
STEP 1
A sheep, like Frieda, grows wool for a year.

STEP 2
Remove the fleece from its owner by shearing or rooing. Discard belly
fleece.
STEP 3
Skirt the fleece by trimming fleece edges and removing manure, debris,
dirt, burrs, and matted areas. Shake fleece with cut edge up, flip fleece
over and shake again. Remove second cuts. The "junk" will fall through
the screen on skirting table.
The DIY skirting table pictured is 48" square, with chicken wire and is
bolted onto four sawhorses.
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STEP 4
Pull fleece apart and place them in lingerie bags. Shake and pick each
piece as you go to remove additional VM. Approximately five lingerie
bags per pound of fleece insures that the bags are not over-stuffed.
Frieda's fleece is 2 pounds, 4 ounces and 11 lingerie bags were used.

STEP 5
Presoaking the wool before scouring cleans out a lot of the dirt. If you do
this step, when you clean with soap the fleece it will get much cleaner and
you won't have to double wash the fleece.
Fill laundry tub or bathtub with COLD water. Put in fleece-filled
lingerie bags and let the fleece soak overnight. Lift bags out of water and
put them on draining rack (oven racks work well). Drain tub. Soak fleece
again in COLD water if drained water is very dirty. After first soak, 30
minutes is enough soaking time.
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STEP 6
Scouring the fleece can be done in your washing machine or in a tub. The
advantage of a washing machine is the water will be spun out. Do not
agitate in your washing machine or your fleece will turn into felt!
Fill the washing machine or other tub with very hot water. Add 3/8 cup
of Dawn dishwashing soap or whatever detergent you choose. Add the
lingerie bags and push them down into the water. A large plastic spatula
works well for this. Set timer for 45 minutes.
After 45 minutes, spin out the water and remove the bags.

STEP 7
Rinse the fleece by putting medium warm water in your washing
machine or tub. Add bags and let sit for 30 minutes. Spin out water and
remove fleece.
Rinse fleece again, but in cold water with a glug of vinegar. Let sit for 30
minutes. Spin out water and remove fleece.
Rinse one last time in cold water with nothing added. Let sit for 30
minutes. Spin out water and remove fleece.
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STEP 8
Dry the washed fleece using sweater drying racks or whatever you prefer
to use for drying. Remove fleece from lingerie bags and spread out on
racks. Fluff and shake the fleece as you do this.

STEP 9
Picking the fleece helps remove remaining vegetation and fluffs up the
fleece making it easier to card. Picking can be performed by hand or
with the use of a fiber picker. Most picker equipment use nails to
separate the fleece. When processing a very fine fleece it is better to pick
by hand. Frieda's fleece is superfine premium so it is processed by hand.
Locks are fluffed and picked, ready to be carded. You can also spin from
the lock as it is. The dog comb pictured is used to comb tips of locks that
are matted.
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STEP 10
Carding is done with hand carders, combs, or a carding machine. A batt
can be made into strips that make it easier to spin.

STEP 11
Spinning time finally!

STEP 12
Wind spun yarn on a Niddy Noddy, around a chair back or anything else
that works, to make a skein of yarn.
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